
MACC has created a powerful Point-of-
Sale (POS) system that is specifically 
designed for the needs of the 
telecommunications industry. Our POS 
system gives telecom companies 
everything they need to easily, yet 
effectively, control multiple offices and 
inventory locations. 

Computers to cash registers

MACC’s POS system empowers 
telecommunication companies to literally 
create fully-functioning cash registers out of 
almost any computer with an easy-to-use 
and affordable solution. Using our POS 
system, your company’s customer service 
representatives can accept cash, checks, and 
credit cards for any of the merchandise 
commonly sold in your office today. Thanks 
to the system’s built in flexibility, you can 
enter an almost unlimited number of UPC 
codes for the items in your inventory. Plus, 
the system can print useful receipts on the 
spot for your customers’ records. 

A scalable solution
We designed our POS system to meet the 
needs of all telecommunication companies, 
regardless of their size and location. 
Whether your company only needs the 
system installed on one computer, in one 
office, or you have a need for many 
installations in multiple locations, MACC’s 
POS system has the flexibility to easily meet 
this challenge. 

Unlike the POS systems of other vendors, 
our system has the ability to let individual 
employees conveniently utilize POS drawers 
from multiple locations as required to meet 
the needs of your operation. 

Commissions made easy
Since the use of commissions is playing a 
much larger role for telecommunication 
companies today, we made sure our POS 
system can efficiently record and calculate this 
important data. With MACC’s POS system, 
commissions are not only calculated, but labor 
records are automatically created based on this 
information. 

Beyond the sale
Our POS system’s capabilities don’t end once 
the sale is made and the commission is 
calculated. The POS system can automatically 
enter cash sales and deposit entries into your 
company’s general ledger. You can even 
interface the POS system with Accounting 
Master’s AR and inventory modules. This 
interface can make your operations even more 
efficient and help ensure the accuracy of your 
company’s inventory records. 
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o The ability to have multiple cash registers 
in one office

o Easily track sales at all of your locations

o Record and calculate employee 
commissions

o Create labor records based on commission 
records

o Journalize cash sales and deposit entries 
automatically

o Interface with Accounting Master’s AR 
and Inventory Module

o Interface with CDS Global (Credit Cards)

o Receipt Printer

o Cash Drawer

o Barcode Scanning

Key Benefits

Key Interfaces
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